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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Purpose for the study

Teachers have always been faced with the difficulty of providing meaningful
instruction to students with a variety of learning styles and developmental ability. A
typical first grade classroom could have up to thirty children in it with age differences
spanning three years. Meeting the needs of all the students is a challenge. Learning
centers are one method to ensure that their students are getting developmentally
appropriate experiences, a chance to experiment and test ideas, an opportunity to talk to
their peers in small groups, and receive immediate response to their ideas.
Children are active learners. Research by Patty Smith Hill and John Dewey supports
active learning by calling for schools to decrease rote learning and make teaching more
child centered. Lucy Sprague Mitchell promoted learning through play and experiences
or projects that are child initiated or teacher initiated. Maria Montessori believed in the
importance of a child’s involvement with concrete materials (Brewer, 1992). The use of
learning centers support and fufill the recommendations made by these researchers by
actively involving the child with materials.
The idea of using learning centers is not a new one. In fact, they just represent one
good method of organizing content and materials to make learning easier and more
enjoyable for some children (Forte/MacKenzie, 1972). Learning centers are a valuable
tool for prescriptive activities and individualized learning. Different activity centers
may be used to cover the same instructional intent, depending on the interest, maturation,
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and learning style of the student (Sava, 1975). Learning centers can be created for all
the subjects and are easily incorporated into a thematic structure.
Learning centers require checklists and anecdotal record keeping by teachers
(Thomas, 1975). Teachers are continually assessing students, their progress and the
effectiveness of the learning center. Changes are made to the center when needed,
supporting individualized needs. (Isbell, 1995). Students have an opportunity to evaluate
themselves, and the center they work in (Opitz, 1995).
The use of learning centers in a first grade classroom is a developmentally appropriate
method to teach children (Brewer, 1992). Learning centers allow for the content of the
course of study to be covered and to provide for the development of additional traits
such as being responsible, taking risks, making choices, learning cooperatively,
evaluating one’s self, and developing pride in one’s self and accomplishments (Isbell,
1995). It is, therefore, worthwhile to pursue creating a handbook for first grade learning
centers, and appropriate objectives, activities, and evaluation.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to design a handbook for language arts and mathematics
learning center activities for first grade teachers.
Definition of Terms
Learning Centers are specific locations were materials related to each other are
kept (Brewer, 1992).
Learning Styles refer to the way, method, or mode in which the student learns best.
(Thomas, 1975).
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Developmentally Appropriate refers to materials or lessons that are age specific to a
child’s cognitive, motor and social ability. (Brewer, 1992)
Individualized Instruction is instruction suited to the learner’s special needs at a level
neither too difficult nor too easy with pacing neither too fast nor too slow, using
materials and activities suited to a particular learning style or preference (Charles, 1976).
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CHAPTER U
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Characteristics of Learning Centers

Learning centers are physical areas where children engage in a variety of learning
activities and experiences. (Forte/MacKenzie, 1972). Learning centers are spaces with
materials that are organized to help children learn without constant teacher direction
(Pattillo/Vaughan, 1992). Learning centers are areas in a classroom, such as a comer in
the room, that define a specific focus or afford a unique learning opportunity. (Cosgrove
1992).
Learning centers should reflect student’s development, growing abilities, and
changing interests (Brewer, 1992). Young children need to touch, experiment and
become actively involved with their environment. Using centers allows the student to
study the world at his or her own pace, and to tiy out new ideas. Children have the
opportunity to work cooperatively in centers and receive immediate feedback from their
ideas (Isbell 1995). Activities of learning centers should stem from students needs and
experiences. Students are teacher or self-directed and encouraged though centers to open
choice making, problem solving and creativity (Thomas 1975). Well-designed learning
centers address learning styles better than paper and pencil tasks do. The activities are
usually in game or manipulative form and students are encouraged to work with a partner
or in small groups (Wait 1989).
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Learning centers must include multi-level activities and offer choices so every
student has a part in planning and executing (Forte/MacKenzie, 1972). Well-designed
centers for primary children include a variety of materials that allow children of varying
developmental abilities to experience success, either individually or in small groups.
(Wait 1989). One of the most difficult tasks for the early childhood teacher is designing
effective curricula for the different ability levels of the children within the classroom.
Centers, by the nature of their design, allow the child to work at his or her developmental
level. (Isbell, 1995).
Learning centers are not static (Brewer, 1992). Centers need to be changed,
rearranged and new materials added to maintain the interest of young children. Rotating
materials in and out of the centers will renew interest in play. (Isbell, 1995).
Learning centers can be motivational, diagnostic, prescriptive or for enrichment.
A motivational center is designed to capitalize on the curiosity of the student and
stimulate their interests. The purpose of the diagnostic center is to provide the teacher an
opportunity to analyze students’ behavior as they undertake the experiences in the center.
Prescriptive centers help students develop the skills and acquire information and
understanding necessary for them to maximize their learning. Each student would
function at his own level in a prescriptive center. The enrichment center adds depth,
variety, expands and improves the learning experiences of students . Enrichment centers
go beyond the curriculum and provide opportunities for critical thinking. (Thomas,
1975).
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Principles of Developing Learning Centers

A plan for developing learning centers must take into account objectives- central
and specific purposes, tools and materials, procedures- which include the introduction of
the center, directions for use and well defined procedures for each activity, and
evaluation (Forte/MacKenzie, 1972). The objectives for the center provide the
framework for the planning (Isbell, 1995).
There are several methods of management for learning centers. Teachers can
divide students into random groups, assign limits to number of students in a learning
center, use a peg board system with pictures representing the activity or a planning sheet
where a child checks what they plan to do that day. (Brewer, 1992). Some teachers use a
self-managing system for operating centers. In this approach the centers are designed to
accommodate four to six children. The number of children using the center is controlled
by the physical set up of the area. Some teachers use planning boards which help the
children understand the selection system and identify specific ways to choose another
center. Each teacher must select the approach that works best for him and for the
children who will be using the centers. For the management system to work effectively it
must be used consistently and the children must understand the steps to be followed.
(Isbell, 1995).
Teachers can consider several approaches to implementing learning centers. The
gradual approach consists of a free activity period, skills development period or interest
activity period. The moderate approach would incorporate centers one day a week.
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Total implementation would involve work in centers daily. (Thomas, 1975). Some other
considerations in implementing learning centers would be the number of centers desired,
the amount of time allocated and the number of students involved. Implementation can
involve single or multiple subjects (Thomas, 1975).
Construction of centers must be related to the characteristics of the content and
skills to be learned. Other points to be considered are the characteristics of the students,
their familiarity with the material, the amount of material, the material’s value to the
students and organization (Thomas, 1975). The teacher needs to take into consideration
the following categories in the designing of centers: 1. An eye catching, thought
stimulating title, 2. Pictures and objects that provoke interest, 3. Open ended questions
so that the student can work at his own level, 4. A form of evaluation, and, 5. Clear
directions (Voight, 1971). All center activities should include an objective, a set of
directions and a means of evaluation (Cosgrove, 1992). Consideration must also be
taken in organizational and management concerns such as room arrangement, daily
schedule, previewing and reviewing activities, limiting the number of children working
in the centers and monitoring their choices (Pattillo/Vaughan 1992).
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Advantages of Learning Centers

One advantage of using learning centers is that they are flexible and versatile
(Isbell, 1995). Learning center activities can be organized by skills, novel interests,
and/or integrated themes (Cosgrove, 1992). Centers allow students to participate in
activities that are self directed. Students also have the opportunity to interact with other
children to learn to work cooperatively, or they can work individually helping them to
become more independent. The versatility of centers makes them an essential ingredient
in an effective classroom that is appropriately designed for young learners (Isbell, 1995).
Another advantage of using learning centers is that they allow for a curriculum of
differing ability levels and developmental levels. The flexibility of centers allows two
students to explore the center in different ways, as they participate differently they leam
from each other. In centers students’ different levels are accepted, building their selfconfidence (Isbell, 1995). Centers provide for differences in students through a range of
alternative learning opportunities from which prescriptive activities can be selected
(Forte/MacKenzie, 1972).
Learning centers capitalize on the inherent social nature of the classroom by
encouraging students to communicate, share projects and jointly solve real problems
while meeting individual needs, styles, interests and curriculum demands. Learning
centers provide students with the opportunity to make decisions and take responsibility
for their actions (Cosgrove, 1992). The center approach to learning is an established,
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child-centered strategy that provides opportunities for children to engage in hands-on
learning, interact socially and solve meaningful problems (Stone, 1996).

Evaluating Learning Centers

Evaluation of the effectiveness of a learning center consists of several points: 1.
is neat and attractive, 2. is pleasant and comfortable, 3. arouses curiosity, 4. easily
understood directions, 4. provides for self evaluation (Forte/MacKenzie, 1972). Teachers
can also evaluate a center by using the following list of questions: 1. Did I clearly state
the objective of the center?, 2. Are the materials properly prepared?, 3. Are the activities
interesting and do they stimulate curiosity and problem solving?, 4. Are the directions
easy to follow?, 5. Are the activities adaptable to different needs?, 6. Are the activities
self checking?, 7. Do the students know what to do before, during, and after their time at
the center?, and, 8. Are self-control, resourcefulness, independence, and good work
habits nurtured? (Cosgrove, 1992).
Centers are places where children complete activities independently. Selfassessment is an activity that happens independently. Both encourage responsibility and
ownership in learning. Students can assess their work in centers by using a selfevaluation sheet and setting weekly goals. This can be done on a daily or weekly basis
and then shared with parents at the end of the week. This assessment format provides
students with the structure, language and guidance they need to learn to make decisions
about their accomplishments. (Opitz, 1995).
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Teachers can keep records of student learning in centers by using checklists,
observations, anecdotal records, tests, quizzes and games (Thomas, 1975). Using centers
makes it easier to assess and evaluate individual student progress. Centers free teachers
up and allow them to interact with the children more. There is more time to make
anecdotal records and conference with the students. And because children work
independently at centers, teachers can find out what students can really do on their own.
(Holliman, 1996). As we move toward portfolio assessment, learning centers provide
another element. Has the child mastered the objective? Has the child shown
independence and responsibility? Has the child worked well with other students?
(Cosgrove, 1992). The work can be discussed at conferences, placed in the child’s
portfolio, used to determine grade, or looked over and sent home (Holliman, 1996).
Record keeping can include a center checklist, student files and individual conferences
(Cosgrove, 1992).
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CHAPTER ffl
PROCEDURE
Critique by Experts

The writer submitted the handbook outline for critique to a second year
kindergarten teacher who uses centers extensively, a fourth year second grade teacher
who uses centers occasionally, and a twenty (plus) years second grade teacher who has
used centers extensively in the past. An evaluation form was given to these teachers
which consisted of yes/no questions and comments. All three teachers answered “yes” to
the questions regarding necessary components of the handbook, logical order and ease of
use.

The comments the teachers provided expressed concern about including cross

curricular activities within the scope of the subject specific center. One teacher also
commented about the amount of work involved in setting up the centers, and then the
problem of students only wanting to use them one time. With regards to this last
comment, the writer has researched this possible problem. The probable remedy to
student boredom is to create exercises that are more open ended, to incorporate different
levels of exploration, solicit student input, and save some additional concurrent activities
to add to the center later.
All of these concerns have been taken into account in preparation of the final
draft of the handbook.
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Field Test

The final draft of the handbook was sent to five area teachers with varying ranges
of first grade classroom experience. An evaluation form with comments section similar
to the one used in the critique accompanied the form. The form consisted of yes/no
questions and comments sections. All teachers answered “yes” to the following
questions about the handbook activities: Is the objective clearly stated?, Are materials
easily accessible and easily made?, Are materials appropriate for the objective?, Are the
activities interesting?, Do the activities stimulate problem solving?, Are the activities
adaptable to different needs?, Are the directions, activity plans easy to follow?, Could
the centers nurture good work habits?, Is the pupil record sheet appropriate for first
graders?, Do the centers stimulate cooperative learning?.
The comments the teachers made about learning center activities range from
general with regards to the whole handbook to specific regarding concerns about a
individual center. The teachers provided insightful comments that were at times very
detailed and helpful. The teachers with the most years of experience were better able to
find a potential problem with a procedure or visualize using the learning center and
possible logistics problems or student arguments
The comments that teachers made on the evaluation form were consolidated.
There was a total of nineteen different comments. A tally was used to show the number
of times a comment was repeated. Only four of the comments were repeated.
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The most frequently made comment was the suggestion of illustrations of
learning materials. Many of the activities use teacher made materials, and some teachers
felt that illustrating what the materials would look like would be helpful. The next most
frequent comments were tied in number. There were some editing mistakes, most of
these were typing errors or use of a word, for example auditory versus auditorily. The
teachers questioned also felt that for some of the activities that samples would be helpful.
For instance, “The Following Directions Game” materials section says to prepare index
cards with one, two or three step directions. Two teachers commented that examples of
directions would be helpful. The last frequently made comment was that some
procedures were vague. Again, two teachers made this comment and indicated on the
evaluation form which procedures were vague.
The other comments were as follows:
Please provide book selections for a specific center.
Provide directions for students to remind them of steps.
Provide worksheets for post evaluation of learning center activities.
Provide a means of double checking on more of the activities.
Some activities have materials omitted.
Self-checking is a good idea, this could be added to more centers.
Add appropriate number of students for each center; single, partner, small group,
etc.
Code activities so the reader knows which activities are easier or harder.
Color code the following directions game, use pictures.
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Number code different skill levels.
Reference specific literature where it applies to the learning center.

The remaining comments concern the daily recording sheet. One teacher felt that
the picture portion of the sheet should be used the first nine weeks of school, and the grid
portion could be used the rest of the year. Another teacher commented that it would be
appropriate to add an area for students to indicate which centers they completed each
day. It was also indicated that since “enjoyment of center” was part of the teacher
evaluation of the center, that it should also be in the student evaluation of the center and
to provide a space for it on the daily recording sheet.
Finally, the teachers provided positive comments about the handbook in general.
They felt that the all the centers were appropriate for first grade and that the children
would enjoy the activities, especially the “eating” ones. They felt it was a nice collection
with a good variety of activities that were interesting and valuable. They indicated that
the evaluation of each activity was good. In all, “a wonderful resource of fun grade
appropriate activities”.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY

Teachers have always been faced with the difficulty of providing meaningful
instruction to students with a variety of learning styles and developmental ability.
Meeting the needs of all the students is a challenge. Learning centers are one method to
ensure that their students are getting developmental^ appropriate experiences, a chance
to experiment and test ideas, an opportunity to talk to their peers in small groups, and
receive immediate response to their ideas.
The purpose of this study was to design a handbook for language arts and mathematics
learning center activities for first grade teachers.
The writer reviewed literature to determine the characteristics of learning centers,
principles of developing learning centers, advantages of using learning centers and
evaluating learning centers. The writer used this information to create an outline for a
handbook which was critiqued by three teachers. The results of the critique were taken
into consideration in creating the activities for the handbook. When completed, the
handbook was field tested in the form of an evaluation by six area teachers with varying
years of experience in teaching first grade.
The results of the evaluation generally indicated the need for illustrations of learning
materials, samples of activities, examples of student directions and refinement of some
procedures that were unclear. In all, the teachers questioned considered the handbook
appropriate and useful.
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CONCLUSIONS

Creating activities for learning centers is not a simple task. To take into consideration
the different learning styles and developmental abilities of students and to create
appropriate exercises demands research and collaboration. It is agreed between the
writer and the evaluators that learning centers are an excellent method to teach young
children. However, it is also agreed that several points must be taken into consideration
when creating learning activities. These points consist of: appropriate clear objectives,
clearly defined procedures and illustrations if necessary, a complete list of materials
needed, a method of evaluation for teacher and the student, clear directions for the
student, and adaptability to different learning levels.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The learning centers in this study are skill based. They were taken directly from the
first grade course of study, and the activities planned to directly address that objective.
When planning activities, this is only one way to determine objectives. The individual
teacher must take into account their teaching style, what they feel their students need to
practice most, and what they feel they can implement into their classrooms.
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Learning centers can also be thematically based. This method involves overlapping
objectives from all areas of the curriculum, and may suit other teaching styles better.
The activities in the handbook can be easily changed to fit a thematic unit.
The daily recording sheet is intended as a starting point for teacher and student
evaluation. Each teacher will have different social objectives that they want to achieve,
and it can be adjusted as needed.
Teachers are encouraged to use the ideas presented and change them to fit their needs.
Just as we recognize that all children do not learn and grow the same, neither do their
teachers.
It is also recommended that teachers review the many different books about “learning
centers” before implementing this method of instruction. Many writers have different
methods of implementation and management, and for the beginner it would be helpful
for them to find a writer who’s teaching style closely resembles their own. The
bibliography of this paper and the references section of the handbook has several
informative books to collect ideas from. Lastly, it is highly recommended that teachers
collaborate with other teachers about using learning centers. Using a team approach to
creating learning centers results in less work for the individual teacher and the
experiences of activities that worked well and ones that did not.
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Appendix A: Evaluation Forms
Evaluation Form for Outline of Learning Centers Handbook

1. Does the handbook provide all necessary components of learning centers?

Y

N

2. If not, what additional components would you add?________________________

3. Are the components in logical order?

Y

N

4. If not, how would you change them?______________________________________

5. Are the components arranged in such a way that you would find them easy to use?
Y
N
6. Please provide comments or suggestions:
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Evaluation Form for Language Arts and Mathematics Learning Centers

1. Is the objective for each learning activity clearly stated?

y

n

2. If not, please indicate which are not c l e a r . ______ _____________________

3. Are the materials easily accessible, and easily made?

y

n

4. Are the materials appropriate for the objective?

y

n

5. Comments for #4 and #5 (please include page number).____________________

6. Are the activities interesting?

y

n

7. Do the activities stimulate problem solving?

y

n

8. Are the activities adaptable to different needs?

y

n

9. Suggestions for adaptations (please include page number).________________

10. Are the directions, activity plans easy to follow?

y

n

11. Could the centers nuture good work habits?

y

n

12. Is the pupil record sheet (pg. 75) appropriate for first graders?

y

n

13. Is there anything you would add to this book to makeit more useful? y

n

14. If you would add something, please comment.__________________________
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15. D o the centers stimulate cooperative learning?

y

n

16. Please provide comments for clarification o f the handbook and improvement.

Your time is greatly appreciated. Thank you for looking at the handbook and providing
your comments.
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Appendix B: Handbook of Language Arts and Mathematics Learning Centers for First
Grade Teachers

Handbook of
Language A rts
and
Mathematics
Learning Centers
fo r
First Grade Teachers

Compiled by :
Rebecca Gerardi
First G rade Teacher
Five Points Elementary

INTRODUCTION

Children should be involved actively with learning as much as
possible. While it is considerably more work for the teacher to make
manipulatives and plan, is it so much more rewarding. The big bonus
is that the children love it and they are learning other skills besides
the center’s topic.
The center activities come from a variety of sources which are
listed at the end of the handbook. Also included is a related literature
section and a daily record sheet for the students to reflect upon their
learning.
The time frame for these centers would be one to two weeks,
depending upon how many times the students visited them or had
center time. Students could visit all of these centers two to three
times. Small changes to add spice to the centers are easliy made,
and some variations are provided to make the centers more
challenging.
These center activities are not theme based, but skill based.
However, it would be easy to incorporate the ideas into a thematic
structure.
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Reading
Alphabet
Learning Center Activity: Chip Concentration
Number of Students: 2-4
Objective: Students will match letters of the alphabet.
Materials: You will need to prepare tagboard with an even number of
circles about the size of poker chips. In each circle make a letter.
Two circles should have the same letter.
Procedure: Students place poker chips over all the letters. Then
they take turns flipping over two chips. If the letters match they may
keep the chips and take another turn. If they do not, they must be
recovered and the next player takes a turn. The player with the most
chips wins.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students successfully match like letters?
2. Did the student take turns and play fairly?
3. Did the student follow directions?
4. Did the student finish the center?
5. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Cover all the circles with chips.
2. Flip over two chips. If they match you may keep them and go
again. If they do not, it is your partner’s turn.
3. Keep going until all the chips are gone.
4. Count your chips!
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Reading
Alphabet
Learning Center Activity: Alphabet Lacing
Number of Students: 2-4
Objective: Students will practice alphabetical order.
Materials: Prepare tagboard with a colorful picture. Around the
picture write the alphabet. Punch holes next to each letter. You will
need shoelaces (with a knot at one end) for sewing. You will also
need a card with the alphabet in order so the students can check their
work.
Procedure: The student finds the letter “A” and begins to sew finding
all of the letters of the alphabet in order.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students successfully order the alphabet?
2. Did the student have difficulty with sewing?
3. Did the student follow directions?
4. Did the student finish the center?
5. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Choose a shoestring.
Find the letter “a”.
Begin lacing by pulling the shoestring up through the “a" hole.
Find the letter “b” and lace it though the “b” hole.
Keep going until you get to “z”.
Go back and check your work.

Reading
Alphabet
Learning Center Activity: Alphabet Dominoes
Number of Students: 2-4
Objective: Students will practice matching the alphabet.
Materials: Prepare tagbord by cutting it into 4”x2” rectangles, divided
in the middle by a line. The tagboard cards should then be marked
with letter of the alphabet, capitals, lowercase or mixed.
Procedure: The student places the cards face down on the table.
One card is placed face up on the table. One student draws a card
from the pile. If they can match the card on the table, the card may
be placed down and another card is drawn. If the card cannot be
placed, the student keeps it until it can be used when it is their turn
again. Play is continued until one student does not have any more
cards.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can the students successfully match letters of the alphabet?
Did the student take turns and play fairly?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Shuffle the cards.
2. Place the cards face down on the table. Turn one card over.
3. The first player chooses a card, if you can match the card on the
table then place it next to its match and draw another card.
4. If you can not match the card on the table you must keep it until
you can use it.
5. Keep going until all the cards are gone.
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Title: Tracking Down Blends
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will practice identifying blends.
Materials: Use markers to program each of several 9” x 6” sheets of
construction paper with a two or three letter blend. Place the
programmed sheets in a decorated box at the center. You will also
need pencils and paper.
Procedure: Each student selects a sheet and writes one word on the
card which begins with the blend shown. Then he illustrates the word
he has written. Next the student lists five or more words on the back
of his card which begin with the programmed blend. They can use
books and children’s dictionaries to look up words.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can the student tell you the sound of the blend they tracked down?
Can the student read the words he wrote?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Select a blend sheet.
2. Choose one word to write down and draw a picture of.
3. Write five more words on the back of your paper that begin with
the blend you selected.
4. You may use class books and the dictionary to find words.
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning CenterActivity: Octopus Blends
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice identifying blends.
Materials: Prepare a poster board with a picture of an octopus. At
the end of each tentacle write a phonogram ending such as ip, ot,
ane, etc. Make fish with assorted beginning blends on them.
Procedure: The student matches fish with a phonogram to make a
word.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students tell you the sound of the blends they used?
2. Can the student read the words he made?
3. Did the student follow directions?
4. Did the student finish the center?
5. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Take the fish out of the fish house.
2. Look at the phonogram on the fish, look at the blends on the
octopus, which can you put together to make a word?
3. Find a place for all the fish. Can you say all the words?
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Reading
Comprehension
Learning Center Activity: Silly Sentences
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will practice putting together parts of sentence
and drawing a picture to show comprehension.
Materials: You will need three different colors of sentence strips.
Program one set of strips with a variety of subjects, another with a
variety of predicates, and the last with prepositional phrases. Store
each group of strips in a separate pocket. Students will also need
writing paper and pencils.
Procedure: Students choose a sentence strip from each pocket and
create a silly sentence. They copy the sentence onto paper and draw
a picture to illustrate it.
Evaluation:
1. Was the student able to create a sentence?
2. Did the student accurately illustrate the sentence?
3. Did the student finish the center?
4. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

io

Choose one sentence strip from each pocket.
Put them together to make a sentence.
Read your sentence, copy it onto your writing paper.
Draw a picture of what your sentence says.

Reading
Following Directions
Learning Center Activity: Following Directions Game
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice reading and following directions.
Materials: Prepare index cards with simple one, two or three step
directions. Some of them can be silly to keep the game interesting.
Procedure: Students take turns choosing cards. They read what the
card says to their partner and then they must follow the directions.
Evaluation:
1. Was the student able to read the card and follow the directions?
2. Did the student remember the directions, or did they have to look
back on the card?
3. Did the student finish the center?
4. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shuffle the cards and place them face down.
The first player chooses a card.
Read the card out loud to your partner, then do what it says.
The game is over when all the cards have been read.

Examples of Directions:
Put your hand on your head and count to ten.
Pick up your pencil and put it down.
Draw a circle, then draw a square around the circle.
Make a brown mouse and give him some cheese.
Sit on the floor and moo like a cow two times.
Walk to the door, knock two times and walk back to your seat.
Fold a piece of paper,open it up, then cut it on the fold.
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Activity: Mr. Long and Mrs. Short
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will practice auditorily identifying long and short
vowels.
Materials: Prepare two poster boards with a picture of a woman with
five apron pockets and a man with five coat pockets each labeled with
a different vowel. Prepare cards with pictures of objects with long or
short vowel sounds. Color code the back of the cards to match the
appropriate vowel.
Procedure: The student places the picture card in the pocket with the
correct vowel sound. The student can choose to do either Mrs. Short
or Mr. Long.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can the students hear the difference between vowel sounds?
Can the student tell short from long vowel sounds?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Shuffle the picture cards.
2. Choose a card, look at the picture. What vowel sound do you
hear?
3. Place the picture in its vowel pocket.
4. When finished take all the cards out of one pocket at a time. Turn
the cards over, if they have the same color dot as the pocket,
you got them right. If not, try again.
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Reading
Phonics
Learning Center Activity: Cat in the Hat
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will match ending patterns in words.
Materials: Prepare a cat wearing a hat with stripes. Program the
brim of the hat with a word ending such as “at”. Cut of the stripes of
the hat and program them with words that end with the word ending
on the brim. Make several different hats and endings.
Procedure: Students place the shortened hats with the word ending
on the table. They take the stripes of the hats and match them with
the appropriate ending, building up the hats until they are complete.
Evaluation:
1. Was the student able to match words and endings?
2. Can the student read the words they matched?
3. Did the student finish the center?
4. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Find all the hat bottoms and put them on the table.
Look carefully at the phonogram on the hat.
Can you find words on the stripes that have the same phonogram?
Match the stripes to the hat.
Do they all end the same? Can you say the words?
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Activity: Slide-a-Word
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will practice substituting initial consonant sounds
to form new words.
Materials: Duplicate a pattern of your choice (can go with a class
theme) onto several pieces of tagboard and color. Program each
tagboard with a common word ending such as -at, -ack, -ate, etc.
Program a strip of paper that can be inserted into the tagboard like a
sliding window with different beginning consonants.
Procedure: Students slide the strip up and down and sound out each
new word.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students substitute the initial consonant sound without
changing the vowel sound?
2. Can the student read the words on the tagboard?
3. Did the student follow directions?
4. Did the student finish the center?
5. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Choose a card.
Move sliding strip to the beginning.
Sound out the word.
Move the strip, can you sound out the new word?
Read the words to your partner.

Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Activity: What’s the Sound?
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will practice reading words with different vowel
sounds and placing them in the appropriate sound category.
Materials: Prepare word strips with the vowel sounds to be
highlighted (it may help to have a picture next to the word if the
student has difficulty sounding it out). Prepare cups with the vowels
written on them (again a picture clue would be helpful).
Procedure: Students sound out the words on the cards and place
them in the appropriate container. Color code the back of the word
cards for self checking.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can the students successfully match the word to its vowel sound?
Can the student read the words on the word cards?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Shuffle the word strips.
2. Choose a word strip. Can you sound it out? Use the pictures for
clues.
3. Which vowel sound do you hear? Place the word in the correct
cup.
4. When finished, check your answers by looking on the back of the
word card for a matching color dot.
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Activity: Short Vowel Book
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice reading words with different vowel
sounds and placing them in the appropriate sound category.
Materials: Prepare word strips with the vowel sounds to be
highlighted (it may help to have a picture next to the word if the
student has difficulty sounding it out). Prepare cups with the vowels
written on them (again a picture clue would be helpful).
Procedure: Students sound out the words on the cards and place
them in the appropriate container. Color code the back of the word
cards for self checking.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can the students successfully match the word to its vowel sound?
Can the student read the words on the word cards?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Choose a booklet.
2. Open your book, what short vowel symbol do you see?
3. Find three pictures in which you hear the short vowel sound on
your page.
4. Cut the pictures out and glue them to that page. Can you write
some of the words?
5. Do the same for the rest of the vowels.
6. Share the book with a friend.
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Activity: Say, Spell and Peek
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will practice spelling CVC words.
Materials: Prepare ten 2”x8” tagboard strips and ten 2”x4” tagboard
strips. Draw a CVC word picture on half of each large card, then write
the CVC word on the remaining half. Place smaller cards over the
written CVC words and attach with brad fasteners.
Procedure: Students name the pictures, spell the words and check
their answers by peeking under the smaller cards.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Can the students successfully spell CVC words?
Did the student check their work?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose a card.
Look at the picture and name it. What sounds do you hear?
Spell the word to your partner (or to yourself).
Check your work by looking under the card.
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Reading
Phonics Skills
Learning Center Activity: Beginning Digraphs
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice auditorily and visually identifying
beginning digraphs.
Materials: Create a gameboard with a theme of your choice. Section
off each block with a different beginning digraph; th, wh, ch, and sh.
Make twenty picture cards with objects that begin with one of these
digraphs, color code for easy checking. To make the game more
interesting you might add cards that say “go ahead two spaces”
.“extra turn”, “go back one space”, etc. You will also need game
markers (old felt tip marker lids work great).
Procedure: Students shuffle the cards and place them face down on
the game board. They take turns choosing a card. The student must
listen for the digraph they hear and move their marker to the
appropriate space on the game board. Students can double check by
using color coded cards. Play continues until the first student
reaches the end of the trail. The exact card must be chosen to win.
This may mean reshuffling during the game.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Can the students identify the correct digraph?
Did the students take turns and play fairly?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Reading
Phonics
Learning Center Activity: Puzzles
Number of Students: 1-2
Objective: Students will practice matching pictures to their beginning
sound.
Materials: You will need two identical sized pieces of tagboard.
Prepare one tagboard with a collage of pictures easily recognized by
students. Cut the pictures into simple puzzle shapes. Trace the cut
out shapes onto the second tagboard so the students have an outline
of the puzzle shapes to see. Write the beginning letter of the
corresponding puzzle piece in the shape.
Procedure: The student works the puzzle using the shape and
letters sounds as clues to where the pieces go.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students successfully match beginning sounds and
pictures?
2. Did the student follow directions?
3. Did the student finish the center?
4. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Remove the pieces of the puzzle.
2. Choose a piece to put back, look at the picture - what sound do
you hear at the beginning?
3. Find the outline of the shape on the tagboard. Does it have the
letter your picture begins with?
4. Place the picture in the correct space. Continue until all the
spaces are filled.
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Reading
Rhyming
Learning Center Activity: Rhyming Puzzles
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will auditory and visually match rhyming words.
Materials: Create the puzzle by using index cards or prepared
commercial cards cut in half with zigzag or wavy lines. Write rhyming
words or paste rhyming pictures on matching halves.
Procedure: Students match rhyming pairs of words. If the puzzle
pieces fit, then they know they are correct.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students successfully match rhyming words?
2. Did the student check their work?
3. Did the student follow directions?
4. Did the student finish the center?
5. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Remove puzzle pieces from the box. Spread them out on the
table face up.
2. Match the words that rhyme.
3. If the puzzle pieces fit, you got it right!
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Reading
Rhyming
Learning Center Activity: Folding Flash Cards
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will auditorily match rhyming words.
Materials: Construct cards by cutting out a triangle and folding up the
bottom two corners so they meet in the middle of the triangle. Glue
pictures on the two folded up portions of the triangle one of which is
programmed to rhyme with a picture glued to the top of the triangle.
Place a sticker on the inside of the picture fold that rhymes, so the
student can check to see if they are correct.
Procedure: Students match rhyming pairs of words. The activity is
self checking.
Evaluation:
1. Can the students successfully match rhyming words?
2. Did the student check their work?
3. Did the student follow directions?
4. Did the student finish the center?
5. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Look at the three pictures on the card.
2. Which one do you think rhymes with the picture on top?
3. Peek under the flap, if you see a smiley face you are right!
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Reading
Sight Words
Learning Center Activity: Sight-Word Partner Puzzle
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice sight word recognition.
Materials: Prepare puzzles by cutting a seasonal shape out of
tagboard. Cut it apart into simple puzzle pieces. Write a sight word
on each piece.
Procedure: Students begin with the puzzle assembled. They each
take a turn reading a word and then taking that piece of the puzzle.
When all the puzzle pieces are taken, they put the puzzle together
again.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Can the students successfully recognize sight words?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Begin with the puzzle put together.
2. Take turns reading a word and removing that piece.
3. When all the pieces are gone, put the puzzle together again.
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Writing
Creative Writing
Learning Center Activity: Snapshot Stories
Number of Students: 1
Objective: Students will write about photographs of classmates,
telling who and what.
Materials: Pictures from around the school, snapshots of classmates
at various tasks, paper, pencils and erasers.
Procedure: Students choose a snapshot to write about. They must
tell who the story is about and what is happening. After they write
their story, they must read it to a classmate to double check their
work. The finished story can be posted with the picture.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did the student tell “who and what” in their story?
Did the student share their work with a classmate?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Look at the snapshots, choose one you would like to write about.
Think about who is in the picture and what they are doing.
Your story must have five sentences.
When you are finished, read your story to a classmate.
Fix any mistakes and check your spelling.
Post your story with the picture.
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Writing
Creative Writing
Learning Center Activity: Do You See What I See?
Number of students: 1
Objective: Students will use their observation skills to write about
what they see.
Materials: Set this activity up by a window. You will need to prepare
a booklet, and have crayons, pencils and binoculars ready.
Procedure: The student uses the binoculars to look closely at objects
outside the window. Then he writes and illustrates an account of
what he saw on a blank booklet page.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did the find an area outside to observe?
Did the student write about and illustrate what they saw?
Did the student finish the center?
Did the student enjoy working in the center?

Student Directions:
1. Look through the binoculars, do you see and interesting place?
2. Write about what you see in the booklet. Think about words to
describe what you see.
3. Draw a picture to go with it.
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Writing
Creative Writing
Learning Center Activity: Writing Letters
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will use writing skills to write a letter, or make a
greeting card or note to whomever they like.
Materials: Stock the center with a wide variety of stationery,
envelopes and postcards, and give student the opportunity to write
letters to: classmates, principal, family, etc. They can make greeting
or get well cards, invitations, etc.
Procedure: The student chooses the type of writing he wants to do
and follows it through to completion.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student practice actual letter writing?
2. Did the student complete what he started?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Think about what kind of card or letter you would like to write.
Who are you going to send it to?
Choose the materials you would like to make it with.
Finish your card, and share it with the teacher.
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Writing
Creative Writing
Learning Center Activity: Rebus Stories
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will use writing skills and stamps to create rebus
stories.
Materials: Writing paper, stamps, pencils, crayons, etc.
Procedure: The teacher must give plenty of background on rebus
stories and model how to do it. The students then can choose
stamps they would like to use in their story and write it.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student create a story that makes sense?
2. Did the student complete what he started?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Look at the stamps, can you think of a story that would use some
of the pictures?
2. Write your sentences, use no more than two stamps for each
sentence.
3. Let a friend read your story.
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Writing
Handwriting
Learning Center Activity: Practice Makes Perfect
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice making letters and numbers.
Materials: A shoebox lid with salt in it. Alphabet and numeral cards
that show the procedure to make the letter or numeral.
Procedure: Students choose a letter or number card (coded so the
student knows where to begin to make the letter or numeral) and
practice making it in the salt, following the stroke order as indicated
on the card.
Evaluation:
1. Was the student able practice formation correctly?
2. Did the student finish the center?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose a alphabet or numeral card.
Look at where you should start making the letter.
Make the blue line first, then the red line.
Erase and try again.
Do this with nine more cards.
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Writing
Handwriting
Learning Center Activity: Tracing Letters and Numbers
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will practice making letters and numbers.
Materials: Laminate handwriting practice sheets. You will also need
wipe off pens.
Procedure: Students choose a handwriting sheet and practice tracing
the letters with the wipe off marker. When finished, they clean off the
paper for the next person.
Evaluation:
1. Was the student able practice formation correctly?
2. Did the student finish the center?
4. Did the student clean up the center?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Choose a handwriting sheet.
2. Trace the letters and numbers, starting with the blue line.
3. When finished, wipe off the card for the next person.
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Library
Distinguishing Fact from Fantasy
Learning Center Activity: Real or Make Believe
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will be able to find a book that is either about a
real or make believe subject and give three reasons why.
Materials: Library Center, paper and pencils
Procedure: The student finds a book to read. After reading it, they
need to think about whether events in the story could really happen or
not. Once they have decided, they need to give three examples of
things that could or could not happen, either by writing them down or
drawing pictures or both. Last, they can share what they found with a
friend.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student distinguish events that could really occur from
those that could not?
2. Did the student complete the center?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
4. Did the student share his findings with a classmate?
Student Directions:
1. Choose a book to read from the library.
2. Could events in this story really happen or not?
3. Decide if you want to tell about things that could happen or things
that could not happen.
4. Once you have decided, draw the three things and write what they
are.
5. Share them with a friend.
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Library
Retelling a Favorite Story
Learning Center Activity: Puppet Show
Number of Students: 2 -4
Objective: Students will retell a story with a partner using puppets.
Materials: Library Center, materials to make paper bag puppets.
Procedure: Pre-select books for students that would be easily retold
Students work as partners and choose a book they would like to read
and retell. After they have read the book. The partners make the
main characters of the book as puppets. They practice retelling the
story with puppets and when they feel ready they can retell the story
for the whole class.
Evaluation:
1. Did the students successfully choose the main characters of the
story?
2. Did the students retell the story accurately?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
4. Did the student finish the center?
Student Directions:
1. With your partner, choose a book and read it.
2. Who is the story about?
3. Choose two of the main characters and you and your partner
make them into puppets.
4. Practice re-telling the story with your puppets.
5. When you are ready, you can show the class your puppet
performance.
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Listening
Sequencing Events
Learning Center Activity: What Happened?
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will use listening skills to sequence events of a
story.
Materials: Listening center book, drawings of events from the book
on tagboard.
Procedure: The student listens to the story on tape, then uses the
picture cards and places them in order of the story’s events. The
student can retell the story using the cards.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student place the cards in proper order?
2. Could the student retell the story using the cards?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Listen to the story on tape.
When finished, take out the tagboard pictures.
Can you put the pictures in order of how the story happened?
Check your work by looking in the book.
Tell a friend what happened in the story.
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Listening
Sequencing Events
Learning Center Activity: Story Parts
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will be able to identify the beginning, middle and
end of a story.
Materials: Listening center book, an outline of a big alligator with his
nose on the left and tail on the right.
Procedure: The student listens to the story on tape. On the alligator
the student either draws or writes what happened at the beginning on
the nose, what happened in the middle of the story on the alligator’s
body, and what happened at the end on the tail.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student tell what happened at the beginning, middle and
end?
2. Could the student retell the story verbally?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Listen to the story on tape.
2. Look at your alligator paper, on the alligator’s nose draw what
happened at the beginning of the story.
3. On the alligator’s body, draw what happened in the middle of the
story.
4. Draw what happened at the end of the story on the alligator’s tail.
5. Share your alligator with a friend.
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Listening
Main Idea
Learning Center Activity: Book Mobiles
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will be able to identify who the story was about,
what happened, why and how.
Materials: Listening center book, coat hangers, four geometric
shapes (a circle to tell “who or somebody”, a square to tell “wanted”, a
rectangle to tell “but”, and a triangle to tell “so”) string, glue, scissors,
crayons.
Procedure: The student listens to the story on tape. Next they
gather the materials they need to make the mobile. On the circle they
write or draw who the story was about (somebody), on the square
they write what the character wanted, on the rectangle they write what
happened (but), and on the triangle they write how it ended up (so).
Next they attach strings to the shapes and attach them to the coat
hanger.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student answer the questions who, what, why and how?
2. Did the student complete the project?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
Student Directions:
1. Listen to the story.
2. Gather the materials you will need: a coat hanger, circle, square,
rectangle, triangle, glue, scissors and string.
3. On the circle write or draw who the story was about.
4. On the square write or draw what they wanted.
5. On the rectangle write or draw what happened (but).
6. On the triangle write or draw how it ended up (so).
7. Attach the strings to the shapes and the coat hangers, now you
have a book mobile!
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Listening
Comprehension
Learning Center Activity: Basket of Questions
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will be able to answer questions about the story
they just listened to.
Materials: Listening center book, prepare a basket with questions
about the book written on assorted shapes.
Procedure: The student listens to the story on tape. After the story,
they choose a question from the basket and read it to their partner.
They each take turns choosing questions until they are all gone.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student correctly answer the questions?
2. Did the student complete the center?
3. Did the student enjoy working in the center?
4. Can the student tell you what the story was about?
Student Directions:
1. Listen to the story on tape.
2. Choose a question out of the basket, read it out loud to your
partner and answer it.
3. If you can not anser it, look back in the book.
4. Next, your partner chooses a question to read.
5. Take turns until all the questions are gone.
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Addition Practice
Learning Center Activity : Cards and Stories
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will be able to make up addition stories and
model sums through six with counters.
Materials: counters, index cards (prepared with a line drawn down
the center and on each side of the line addends for sums through
six).
Procedure: Children put the index cards face down in front of them.
One child turns over a card and thinks of an addition story using the
numbers on the card. As the first child tells the story, his or her
partner models the story with counters, placing the proper number of
counters on either side of the line drawn on the card. Children take
turns telling stories and modeling them with counters.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student tell an addition story using the numbers on the
card?
2. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
3. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
4. Did the student model the story with counters as it was being told?
Student Directions:
1. Shuffle the cards and place them face down on the table.
2. The first player chooses a card and flips it over, then thinks of an
addition story to go with the numbers.
3. The second player models the story with counters by placing them
on the card.
4. Take turns until all the cards are gone.
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Addition Practice
Learning Center Activity : Math Stamps
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will use pictures to represent an addition
problem.
Materials: Stamps, stamp pad, paper with blank addition sentence at
the bottom, addition fact cards through ten (with the sums blank).
Procedure: Students choose an addition fact card. They write the
addition problem at the bottom of their paper, and then stamp the
correct amount for the addends. Then they count the total and write
the sum.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student write the number sentence?
2. Did the student stamp the correct amount?
3. Did the student write the correct sum?
4. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
5. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Choose an addition fact card.
Write the addition problem at the bottom of your paper.
Stamp the amount for the two numbers you are adding together.
Count how many, then write the sum at the end of your addition
sentence.

Addition Practice
Learning Center Activity: Piggy Bank Stories
Number of Students: 2 -4
Objective: Students will read the story problems on the piggy bank,
record the number sentence, and solve the problem.
Materials: Construction paper piggy banks with story problems
written on them, a recording sheet, pencils, erasers, and pennies for
counting.
Procedure: Students choose a piggy from the pig pen. They read the
story with their partner and write the number sentence on the
recording sheet. They may use the pennies to act out the story and
solve the problem. Then they write the sum on their recording sheet.
Students keep playing until their recording sheet is full.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student write the number sentence?
2. Did the student write the correct sum?
3. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
4. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Choose a piggy from the pig pen.
2. Read the story and write the number sentence on your recording
sheet.
3. Use pennies to act out the problem.
4. Write the sum on your recording sheet.
5. Keep playing until your recording sheet is full.
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Addition Practice
Learning Center Title : Domino Sums
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will review addition facts through twelve.
Materials: Dominoes in container, blank paper, pencils, erasers
Procedure: A student removes a domino from the container and
sketches it on his paper. Below his sketch he writes and solves the
problem. To check his work he counts the number of dots on the
domino.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student write the number sentence?
2 Did the student write the correct sum?
3 Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
4 Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Choose a domino from the container.
Sketch it on your paper.
Write the number sentence and solve the problem.
Count the dots to check your work.
Do this again five times.

Addition Practice
Learning Center Title : Yummy Sums!
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will review addition facts through ten
Materials: Kellogg’s two-toned Crispix cereal, cups, paper, pencils,
erasers, and workmat.
Procedure: Each child receives ten Crispix in a cup. They toss the
cereal out of the cup and write the corresponding equation to show
how many brown and yellow sides are up. When they have written
ten number sentences, they can eat their cereal.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student write the number sentence?
2 Did the student write the correct sum?
3 Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
4 Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Count out ten Crispix into your cup.
Toss the cereal onto your workmat.
Look at how many yellow sides and brown sides are up.
Write a number sentence showing how many brown and yellow
sides.
5. Write the sum at the end of your number sentence.
6. After you write ten number sentences, you can eat your Crispix!
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Subtraction Practice
Learning Center Activity : Subtraction Stamp
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will review subtraction facts through ten.
Materials: Assorted stamps, paper (with blank subtraction sentence
at the bottom), pencils, eraser, subtraction fact cards through ten.
Procedure: The student picks a subtraction fact card and writes the
subtraction sentence on the blanks of his paper. Then he stamps
how many objects the first number in the sentence tells him (what he
started out with). Then he crosses out the number that is taken away
Next, the student writes the difference at the end of his number
sentence.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student write the number sentence?
2 Did the student write the correct difference?
3. Did the student stamp the correct amount?
4 Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
5. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Choose a subtraction card.
2. Write the subtraction sentence at the bottom of your paper.
3. Stamp the amount shown in the first number of the subtraction
sentence.
4. Cross out the number that is taken away.
5. Write the difference at the end of your subtraction sentence.
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Subtraction Practice
Learning Center Activity : Popcorn Take Away
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will review subtraction facts through ten.
Materials: bowl of popcorn, subtraction flash cards
Procedure: Prepare a bowl of popcorn. One child mixes the deck of
subtraction cards and places them face down. Then they pick a card
from the deck. The student models the fact by taking the correct
number of popcorn pieces and arrives at the difference. The student
then lays the fact card along with the correct number of popcorn
pieces to the side and selects a new fact card to model. The students
continue until five fact cards are modeled. Then they return the fact
cards to the deck and eat the popcorn when finished.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did the student model the number sentence?
Did the student come up with the correct difference?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Shuffle the subtraction cards and place them face down on the
table.
2. Pick a card from the deck.
3. Show the first number of the subtraction fact by counting out that
amount of popcorn.
4. Take away the amount shown in the second number.
5. Set aside the fact card and correct number of popcorn pieces.
6. Model five more fact cards.
7. Eat your answers when you are finished!
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Subtraction Practice
Learning Center Activity : Tower Power
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will compare the lengths of cube towers to
determine how many more or less.
Materials: red and green cube, connecting cubes, two sided
counters, circle cut outs
Procedure: Each child begins with a collection of connecting cubes.
The each make eight towers of cubes varying in length from one to
six cubes. Each child then selects a cube and places it next to their
partners in the circle and compares. If the towers are equal the
difference is zero. Each child tells is their tower has more or fewer
cubes and how many more or fewer. Then the child rolls the cube. If
it comes up green the child with more gets a counter, if it comes up
red, the child with less gets a counter. Play continues until all the
towers have been compared. The child with the most counters wins.
Evaluation:
1. Was the student able to determine which tower had more or less?
2. Was the student able to tell how many more or less cubes their
tower had?
3. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
4. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Make eight towers with connecting cubes, none no higher than six.
2. You and your partner each choose one of your towers and place
them side by side in the circle.
3. Compare the towers. What is the difference? Are they equal?
4. Roll the red and green cube.
5. If the green side shows, the person who’s tower has more wins a
chip. If the red side shows, the person who’s tower has less
wins a chip. If they are equal, nobody wins a chip.
6. Compare all the towers, the person with the most chips wins.
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Shape Recognition
Learning Center Activity : Shape Sort
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will sort everyday objects and pictures into shoe
boxes representing a square, triangle, rectangle, circle, and rhombus.
Materials: Pictures or objects in a large basket or box and prepared
labeled shoe boxes.
Procedure: Students take turns choosing an object from the basket
and decide which box it goes in. They are finished when all the
objects have been sorted.

Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student sort accurately?
Can the student name the shapes he/she sorted?
Did the student take turns?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose an object from the sorting basket.
Decide which box it goes in.
Have the teacher check your work when you are done.
Put the objects back into the basket.
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Shape Recognition
Learning Center Activity : Who Am I?
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will describe attributes of geometric solids.
Materials: A set of solids and a box.
Procedure: One child chooses a solid without the others looking and
puts it into the box. The other children ask yes or no questions to try
and guess the solid. For example: Does it roll?, or Does it have a
pointed top? The child who guesses the solid chooses another one
for others to ask questions about.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student ask questions to guess?
Can the student name the solid?
Did the student take turns?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. The first player chooses a solid and puts it into a box without the
others looking.
2. The other players ask questions to guess what it is.
3. The player who guesses gets to choose another solid for the other
players to guess.
4. Play until all the solids have been guessed.
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Pattern Blocks
Learning Center Activity : What Comes Next?
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will be able to complete a pattern using
geometrically shaped pattern blocks.
Materials: Prepared pattern cards, pattern blocks.
Procedure: The student chooses a pattern card and studies it
carefully. Then they choose the appropriate pattern blocks to
complete the pattern.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student complete the patterns accurately?
2. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
3. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Choose a pattern card.
2. Use your pattern blocks to finish the pattern.
3. Do ten cards.
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Pattern Blocks
Learning Center Activity : Pattern Block Pictures
Number of Students: 2 -4
Objective: Students will be able to experiment and complete a picture
of their choice using pattern block cut outs.
Materials: Construction paper, glue, pattern block cut outs.
Procedure: The student chooses construction paper to build his/her
picture on. Using the pattern blocks, they should be encouraged to
explore and rearrange the blocks to make an interesting design,
pattern, or picture.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student use patterns in their picture?
2. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
3. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
4. Did the student experiment with the shapes?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Choose a piece of contruction paper.
Build a picture using the pattern block cut-outs.
Make a design, picture or pattern.
Glue the pieces down.

Patterns/S orting
Learning Center Activity : Bead Bracelets
Number of Students: 2 -4
Objective: Students will practice sorting and patterning skills.
Materials: Prepare a posterboard with several different bead patterns
for the students to copy, beads and plastic string.
Procedure: The student chooses a pattern to copy and extend and
creates their own bead bracelet.
Variation: After the student has copied a pattern, they could create
one of their own.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student follow directions?
2. Did the student copy and extend the pattern correctly?
3. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
4. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Look at the poster board, choose a pattern to copy.
2. Use the beads and string them to look like the pattern you chose.
3. When finished leave space to tie the ends of your bracelet.
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Skip Counting
Learning Center Activity : Two by Two
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will skip count by two’s up to twenty.
Materials: cups, popsicle sticks and number cards by two’s up to
twenty, number grid up to twenty, crayons
Procedure: The student places two popsicle sticks in the first cup and
then finds the corresponding number cards and places it in front of
the cup. For each cup the student adds two sticks and counts and
places the corresponding number in front of the cup. When finished,
the student uses the numbers grid and colors in the numbers he used
to count by two. (Some students may have difficulty with left to right
progression.)
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did the student place the correct number of sticks in the cups?
Did the student count by two’s accurately?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Put two popsicle sticks in the first cup.
Find the numeral card for two and place it in front of the cup.
Put two more sticks in the second cup.
Start counting at the first cup and count all your sticks. How many
do you have now?
5. Find the numeral card for that number.
6. Continue placing two sticks in each cup and finding the new
number until all the cups are filled.
7. Check your work with the number chart.
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Skip Counting
Learning Center Activity : Pigging Out on Numbers
Number of Students. 2
Objective: Students will practice skip counting by twos, fives and
tens.
Materials: Four pigs each with a saying “Feed this pig. Count
by______"duplicated onto pink paper (fill in the blank with twos, fives
or tens), fifty ears of corn duplicated onto yellow paper numbered 1
through 50, hundreds chart color coded for skip counting.
Procedure: The student chooses a pig to feed and places the correct
ears of corn around him. After double checking with a hundreds chart
or the teacher, the student should then pick another pig to feed.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student skip count correctly?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student check their work?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Pick a pig to feed.
2. What does it say to count by?
3. Choose the correctly numbered ears of com and place around the
pig in order.
4. Check your work with the hundreds chart.
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Capacity
Learning Center Activity : Macaroni Measure
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice using measuring cups, etc. to fill
containers.
Materials: Assorted measuring cups, scoops, labeled containers for
filling, tub of dry macaroni.
Procedure: Prepare containers marked with amounts such as two
cups, four cups, etc. Provide measuring scoops and cups for
students to explore how many make a specific measurement.
Variations: Use rice or water, add funnels for fun. Students could
also record how many of one measure equal another.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student attempt to explore measurement?
2. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
3. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
Provide a chart showing equivalent measures, so the students can
experiment finding them out.
Also provide rules for play with macaroni, rice and water.
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Measurement Non-standard Units
Learning Center Activity : Shadow measurements
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice measuring with non-standard units.
Materials: An overhead or small adjustable lamp, objects the
students can measure, objects students can measure with (links,
paper clips, beans, hands), paper and crayons.
Procedure: The students can select an object to measure and place
it in front of the light. Using a partner to hold the object or paper, the
student traces the shadow on the paper. Next, the student chooses
what to measure with and records their findings on the paper. As
more students move through the center, they can compare their
findings.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student follow directions?
2. Did the student use given objects to “measure” their shadow
tracing?
3. Did the student record their work?
4. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
5. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose an object to measure and place it in front of the light.
Trace the shadow of the object onto the paper.
Choose a measuring object.
Measure your shadow and record your findings.
How does your measurements compare with others?
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Measurement- Standard Units
Learning Center Activity : Ribbon Measurement
Number of Students: 1 -2
Objective: Students will practice measuring with standard units.
Materials: A prepared folder with ten different lengths of ribbon glued
in it, each numbered one through ten, and student directions. (On the
back of the folder write the answers for self-checking.) pencils,
paper, erasers and ruler.
Procedure: The student measures each of the ribbon lengths and
records his answers on a sheet of paper.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student follow directions?
Did the student use the ruler properly to measure?
Did the student record their work?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Choose a folder and open it.
2. Find number one.
3. Use your ruler to measure the ribbon. Place the zero on the first
edge and see where the ribbon stops.
4. On your paper, next to number one, write how many inches the
ribbon was.
5. Do the same for the rest of the ribbons.
6. When finished, turn the folder over and check your answers.
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Number Sense

Learning Center Activity: Towers
Objective: Students will be able to count accurately.
Number of Students: 2
Materials: A cube with sides colored red or green and small blocks.
Procedure: Each child starts with a tower three blocks tall. Roll the
cube with red and green sides. If the green side is up they can add a
block, and then they count the total number of blocks they have. If
the red side is up, they must take away a block and count the total
number of blocks they have. The game is over when the children run
out of blocks or the tower falls.
Variations: For the rolling cube, substitute a cube with numbers on
each side less than five. After each round in the game, students must
tell who has more or fewer, and how many more or fewer. Students
can record the tallest tower they made on graph paper to compare
with other groups.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student count accurately?
Did the student name the number he/she was counting?
Did the student take turns?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You and your partner make a tower three blocks tall.
Roll the red and green cube.
If the green side is up, add a block. Count the number of blocks.
If the red side is up, take away a block. Count the number of
blocks.
5. Keep going until you run out of blocks or your towers fall.
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Number Sense
Learning Center Activity : Who’s Got the Beans
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice one to one correspondence
developing a concept of number.
Materials: Beans, bowl, cups, dice
Procedure: Place a large bowl of beans in the middle of the table.
Each child receives a cup. Each child rolls the die and takes that
number of beans from the bowl and places them in their cup.
Continue for several rolls, After each child has had several turns,
reverse the process. After each roll of the die, remove the number of
beans from the cup. Continue until all the beans are gone.
Variations: Use number cards instead of dice. Use two dice, add the
numbers and take out the sum. After each student rolls, students
must tell who had more or fewer.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student count accurately?
Did the student name the number he/she was counting?
Did the student take turns?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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The first player rolls the dice.
Take the number of beans from the cup as on the dice.
Each player rolls five times (taking turns).
Now when you roll the dice, take away the number shown.
Continue until all the beans are gone.

Number Sense
Learning Center Activity : Toothpick patterns
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will manipulate materials to create patterns using
a specific number of pieces each time.
Materials: Number cards 0-10, toothpicks (ten for each child).
Procedure: Children take turns drawing a number card. Each child
takes the amount of toothpicks shown on the card and creates a
pattern or design with it. Each child takes turns drawing a number
until all the cards are used.
Variations: Use colored toothpicks. Have each student tell if they
drew an odd or even number (does each stick have a partner?).
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Did the student count accurately?
Was the student creative in trying out new patterns?
Did the student take turns?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Did the student compare their work with others at the center, share
ideas?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take turns drawing a number card.
Take the amount of toothpicks shown on the card.
Can you make a pattern or design?
Keep taking turns until all the cards are used.
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Graphing
Learning Center Activity: Mighty Mouth
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice sorting and graphing skills.
Materials: Fill a container with magnetic items such as paper clips
and fasteners. Place the container, a supply of duplicated graphs
and a mighty mouth puppet (to make puppet, attach two wiggle eyes,
a pom-pom nose and a magnet mouth to an adult-size sock). You will
also need crayons and prepared graph paper.
Procedure: A student slips his hand inside the puppet. Then, using
his fingers to manipulate the puppet’s mouth, he guides the puppet
into the container and extracts a “mouthful” of magnetic items. Next
he sorts and counts these items and records the information on the
graph . Last, he returns the items to the container.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student follow directions?
Did the student sort and count accurately?
Did the student record their work accurately?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Put your hand into the puppet.
Guide Mighty Mouth into the container so he can take a bite.
After he takes a bite, see what objects he has.
Sort them on your graph, and record the information by coloring in
your graph.
5. Return the items to the container.
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Graphing
Learning Center Activity : Falling for Leaves
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice sorting and graphing skills.
Materials: Prepared graph, a large assortment of leaves and crayons.
Procedure: Students sort leaves by various attributes, next they fill in
the graph with the number of leaves they found for each attribute.

Variation: Students can use teacher or class selected attributes or
ones that they choose.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student follow directions?
Did the student sort and count accurately?
Did the student record their work accurately?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Spread the leaves out, can you find the ones that are alike?
2. When finished, fill in your graph with the number of each different
kind of leaf you found.
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Graphing
Learning Center Activity : Animals at the Zoo
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice sorting and graphing skills.
Materials: Prepared poster of a zoo filled with various animals that
can be removed from the poster.
Procedure: Students sort the animals with a partner by various
attributes on a large grid. When they are finished, they can show
their work to another group or the teacher. Last, they replace the
animals in the zoo.

Variation: Other posters with different habitats can be used: the
farm, the ocean , the mountains, the desert, the forest or even “the
supermarket”.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student follow directions?
Did the student sort by chosen attributes?
Did the students work together to make their graph?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Look at the animals on the poster, how are some of them alike?
2. Sort them on your grid, you and your partner must agree on the
things that are alike.
3. Show your work to the teacher.
4. Put the animals back on the poster.
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Estimation
Learning Center Activity: Love to Estimate
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice estimating skills.
Materials: Prepared cards cut from poster board with hearts of
differing sizes drawn on them, valentine candies, paper, pencil and
eraser.
Procedure: The student chooses a card and estimates how many
candies will fit into it. After recording the estimate on his paper, the
student actually covers the heart with candies, counting as he works.
Then, he records his total and compares it with his estimate.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student make an estimate first?
2. Did the student show improvement in estimating from the first card
to the last?
3. Did the student record their work?
4. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
5. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Choose a card. Haw many candies do you think will fit?
Record your estimate on your paper.
Cover the heart with candies.
Count how many candies actually fit.
Record the actual amount on your paper.
How did it compare with your estimate?
Do three more hearts.
Eat the candy you used.
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Estimation
Learning Center Activity: Scale Estimating
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice estimating skills with weight.
Materials: Use season relevant objects to be weighed - for example
in the fall, you could weigh various sized pumpkins or squash,
number the objects to be estimated. Make a recording sheet (with
numbers corresponding to the objects) with a column for estimates
and actual weights. Have pencils and erasers ready, and a digital
scale.
Procedure: Several students can work on this at once by not doing all
the objects in order. The student chooses an object to be estimated,
they write their estimate in the appropriate space. Then they take
their object to the scale and weigh it and get the actual weight and
record it on their sheet in the appropriate space. The student
continues until all objects have been estimated and weighed.
Variations: Students can take the difference of their estimates and
actual weights and see who came the closest in their estimating.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student make an estimate first?
2. Did the student show improvement in estimating from the first to
the last?
3. Did the student record their work?
4. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
5. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Choose an object to estimate.
2. Look at the object’s number and write how much you think the
object weighs next to the same number on your paper.
3. Next, place the object on the scale.
4. Record its actual weight next to your estimate.
5. How does your estimate compare?
6. Do the same to the rest of the objects.
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Money
Learning Center Activity: Coin Sort
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will recognize and discriminate between pennies,
nickels, dimes and quarters.
Materials: containers labeled with a picture of the coin (head and
tail) and its value and name, and an assortment of coins.
Procedure: The student should take the assortment of coins and sort
them into the proper container. When done, the student should
check their work and mix up the coins for the next person.
Variations: Use pictures of objects with prices in addition to coins that
are the exact values of the coins and ask the children to sort them by
value.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did the student sort the coins successfully?
Did the student check their work?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take the coins to be sorted out of the container.
Look at the sorting containers, can you find the matching coins?
Sort all the coins.
When finished, double check your work with your partner.
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Money
Learning Center Activity : Coin Rubbings
Number of Students. 2
Objective: Students will be able to determine what coins are needed
to reach a given value.
Materials: pictures or toys labeled with prices under fifty cents, and
an assortment of coins, newsprint and crayons.
Procedure: The student chooses one or two pictures or objects that
he would like to “buy” then. Next, the student counts out the correct
amount of coins he would need to buy it. Then the student makes a
sketch of what he is buying and the price and makes a rubbing of the
coins used to purchase it.
Variations: This could be more challenging by selecting several toys
to buy.
Evaluation:
1. Did the student count out the correct amount of money
successfully?
2. Did the student follow directions?
3. Did the student check their work?
4. Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
5. Can the student tell what he/she learned about?
Student Directions:
1. Choose one or two pictures of items you would like to buy.
2. Count out the correct amount of coins it would take to but it.
3. Next, on your newsprint, sketch the item you are buying and make
a rubbing of the coins you used to buy it.
4. Do this three more times.
5. Have the teacher check your work.
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Money
Learning Center Activity : Skip Counting with Nickels and Dimes
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice counting by fives and tens and using
a hundreds chart.
Materials: A large hundreds chart, and nickels and dimes.
Procedure: The student will place the coin on its value first. For
example, a nickel would start at five and a dime would start at ten.
Then the student can count ahead the coin’s value and place the next
coin all the way up to one hundred. When finished, they can start at
the beginning and count by fives or tens to one hundred.
Variations: As the students become more proficient add quarters and
half-dollars. They should be encouraged to see the relationship of
what coins would make up a dime, quarter or half dollar.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student skip count and place the coins successfully?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student check their work?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Choose a coin to skip count by.
2. If you chose a nickel, place it on 5, if you chose a dime, place it on
10.
3. Count ahead the number your coin is worth.
4. Place another coin on the number you landed on.
5. Keep going until you get to 100.
6. Go back and skip count all the way up to 100.
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Money
Learning Center Activity : Coupon Draw
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will practice counting money .
Materials: Assorted coupons, nickels, dimes, and quarters.
Procedure: The student draws (or selects) a coupon from a face
down pile. They count out the amount shown on the coupon. The
student who’s coupon value is the most keeps the coupon unless
they miscounted, then the other player keeps the coupon. The player
with the most coupons at the end of the game (when all coupons are
used) wins.
Variations: This can be played differently by having the students
simply write down the amounts of their coupon and when finished,
use a calculator to add up how much they saved.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student count the coupon values successfully?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student check their work?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Each player chooses a coupon and counts out the amount on the
coupon.
2. The player who’s coupon amount is the most keeps the coupon.
3. If a player miscounted he loses the coupon.
4. If players have coupons that are the same amount, they both keep
the coupon.
5. Play until all the coupons are used.
6. The player with the most coupons wins.
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Money
Learning Center Activity : Valentine Mail
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will practice counting money .
Materials: Use valentines (or other note cards) with a money amount
stamped on the back, addressed envelopes with values
corresponding with cards. Make the activity self checking by writing
the amount in a hidden place on the front of the card.
Procedure: The student inserts the matching card inside its
envelope.

Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student match coins and values successfully?
Did the student follow directions?
Did the student check their work?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Choose a valentine.
2. Look at the money stamped on the back of thecard, count the
amount.
3. Can you find the envelope with the matching amount?
4. Place the card in the envelope.
5. Check your work by looking on the front of the card for the answer.
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Place Value
Learning Center Activity : Place Value
Number of Students: 2
Objective: Students will review place value concept for ones and
tens.
Materials: graph paper, tens (blue) and ones (white) cards each set
labeled 0-9 and on the back a block representation of that number,
scissors, glue, pencils, erasers.
Procedure: Students select one card from each side and place them
in the proper arrangement (tens on left and ones on right). Then, they
cut apart the grid paper to show how many sets of tens and ones.
Next, they write their number on their paper and glue the strips and
units on their paper that represent that number.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did the student place tens and ones on the correct sides?
Did the student represent the number they chose accurately?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Choose one card from each side.
2. Place the blue card on the tens side and the white card on the
ones side.
3. Cut apart the grid paper to show the tens and ones in your
number.
4. Write the number on your paper, and glue the strips to your paper.
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Telling Time-Time Perception
Learning Center Activity: Make a Day
Number of Students: 2 - 4
Objective: Students will explore the passage of time, and name
hours of the day for a specific event.
Materials: Clock stamp, paper cut into 5”x 4” squares, pencils,
erasers, crayons, stapler
Procedure: The student can choose five times(events) in the day that
they would like to draw. The student stamps the paper in the upper
right hand corner and draws the hands on the clock for the
appropriate time, and writes the time also. Next he can draw a
picture to go with it. Last, the student places the times in order and
staples his “day” together.
Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did the student identify specific times in his day?
Did the student draw the hands on the clock correctly?
Did the student place the picture in order?
Did the student enjoy the center and finish it?
Can the student tell what he/she learned about?

Student Directions:
1. Think of five events that happen in your day.
2. Select a piece of paper and stamp the clock face in the upper right
hand corner.
3. Draw in the hands to show what time you are thinking of.
4. Draw a picture of what happens at that time of day.
5. Do this for four more events in your day.
6. Staple your book together and share it with a freind.
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Literature Connections for Language Arts

Listening Center
•

Alligator Pie - Dennie Lee. Illustrated by Frank Newfeld. Houghton, 1975

•

Frog and Toad - Arnold Lobel. Harper

•

Geoge and Martha - Houghton, 1988

•

A Dark Dark Tale - Ruth Brown. Dial, 1981

•

The Napping House - Audrey Wood. Illustrated by Don Wood. Harcourt, 1984

Writing Center
•

Don’t Forget to Write

•

The Jolly Postman and Other People’s Letters - Janet and Allen Ahlberg. Little, 1986

•

How a Book is Made - Aliki. Crowell, 1986

Reading - General
Pattern Books
•

A My Name is Alice - Jane Bayer. Illustrated by Steven Kellogg. Dial, 1984

•

Animals Should Definitely Not Wear Clothing - Judi Barrett. Illustrated by Ron
Barrett. Atheneum, 1970

•

The Cake that Mack Ate - Rose Robart. Illustrated by Maryann Kovalski. Atlantic,
1987

•

Dear Zoo- Rod Campbell. Four Winds, 1982

Phonics
•

Sheep in a Jeep - Nancy Shaw. Illustrated by Margot Apple. Houghton, 1986

•

There’s an Ant in Anthony - Bernard Most. Morrow, 1980

•

Word Works - Cathryn Berger Kaye. Illustrated by Martha Weston. Little, 1985

•

CDB! - William Steig. Simon & Schuster, 1968
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Literature Connections for Mathematics Center
Number Sense
•

Anno’s Counting Book - Mistsumasa Anno. Crowell, 1975

•

One Wooly Wombat - Rod Trinca and Kerry Argent. Omnibus Books, 1982

•

Over in the Meadow - Olive A. Wadsworth. Illustrated by Mary Make Rae. Ominbus
Books, 1982

•

So Many Cats - Beatrice Schenk di Regniers. Illustrated by Ellen Weiss. Clarion,
1985

Place Value
•

The Hundred Dresses - Eleanor Estes. Harcourt, 1974

•

The 329th Friend - Marjorie Weinman Sharmat. Illustrated by Cyndy Szekeres. Four
Winds, 1979

Addition
•

Anno’s Counting House - Mitsumasa Anno. Philomel, 1982

•

On Market Street - Arnold Lobel. Illustrated by Anita Lobel. Greenwillow, 1981

•

Who Sank the Boat? - Pamela Allen. Coward, 1983

Subtraction
•

Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed - Eileen Christlelow. Clarion, 1989

•

The Great Take Away - Louise Matthews. Illustrated by Jeni Bassett. Dodd 1980

•

Take Away Monsters - Colin Hawkins. Putnam, 1984

Time
•

The Grouchy Ladybug - Eric Carle. Crowell, 1977

•

The Oak Tree - Laura Jane Coats. MacMillan, 1987

•

What Time is it Mr. Wolf? - Colin Hawkins. Putnam, 1983
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Literature Connections for Mathematics Center

Money
•

The Hundred Penny Fox - Sharon Mathis. Viking, 1975

•

Something Special for Me - Vera Williams. Greenwillow, 1983

•

26 Letters and 99Cents - Tana Hoban. Greenwillow, 1987

Measurement
•

The Biggest Nose - Kath Caple. Houghton, 1985

•

Inch by Inch - Leo Lionni. Astor-Honer, 1960

Weight
•

Farmer Mack Measures his Pig - Tony Johnston. Illustrated by Megan Lloyd. Harper,
1986

Shapes
•

Circles, Triangles and Squares - Tana Hoban. MacMillan, 1974

•

If You Look Around You - Fulvio Testa. Dial, 1983
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DAILY EVALUATION

Name__________________________________
Week of_________________________________________
M

T

W

TH

F

1followed directions.
1completed all activities.
1completed work neatly.
1listened.
1cooperated with my group.
1enjoyed the center.

Rating Scale

One goal I have for myself:_________________________________
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Evaluating a Learning Center’s Effectiveness

1. Did I clearly state the objective of the center?
2. Are the materials properly prepared?
3. Are the activities interesting and do they stimulate curiosity and
problem solving?
4. Are the directions easy to follow?
5. Are the activities adaptable to different needs?
6. Are the activities self checking?
7. Do the students know what to do before, during, and after their
time at the center?
8. Are self-control, resoursefulness, independence, and good work
habits nurtured?
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